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In 2017, our world is an exciting and exhilarating place 

to be, but it’s also full of disruptions and noise. Brands 

need to work harder than ever to generate traction and 

establish connections with busy customers. 

Brands need to formulate effective strategies to stay 

relevant and increase awareness. And, they need to be 

responsive to an ever-changing landscape of customer 

habits and social behaviour all the while understanding 

how strategic design influences brand engagement.

COASTLINES CREATIVE GROUP DEVELOPS  
AND CREATES SUCCESSFUL BRANDS. HOW?

RELEVANCE



IT’S MORE THAN DEVELOPING  
GREAT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

It begins with discovery and visioning.  

We analyze your industry and others that share similar traits, customers, behaviours 

and challenges. We uncover where there are opportunities between the commonalities. 

We initiate a deeply collaborative process with you and your business. We ask a lot of 

questions, like... 

•  What do customers think and feel about your products and services?

•  How do customers choose and what motivates them? 

•  How does your branding, design and messaging influence customers – in what way? 

•  What messages have the most impact? What can discourage them from engaging?
 

Then we listen. We role play from your customer’s perspective. Your experience and 

insights about your brand and audience is crucial as we formulate your critical 

path forward.

1.)

2.) EVERY SUCCESSFUL BRAND  
NEEDS A FOUNDATION

To create an effective approach, you need a strategic foundation on which to build the 

brand. A brand strategy is a long-term plan for the development of a successful brand. 

We define the core principals and characteristics of the business; what you stand for, 

the promise you make, and the personality you convey. We help you stand out from your 

competition. Your brand strategy brings your competitive positioning to life, and works 

to position you as that certain “something” in the mind of your customers.



AN INTEGRATED STRATEGY ENSURES  
YOUR BRAND REACHES ITS AUDIENCE

We discover, coordinate and implement the most suitable media, tools and channels to 

launch your brand to the world. Whether it’s a local boutique brand’s website or an 

integrated nationwide campaign, we create strategies to ensure your brand receives 

maximum exposure. We partner with specialists in developing social channels and 

digital platforms that consumers respond to in today’s fast-paced digital world. 

WE BUILD RESPONSIVE BRANDS THAT  
FOSTER CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

Today’s successful brands need to be responsive. That’s why analytics and customer  

feedback are crucial, and an open interchange builds dialog and confidence in your 

brand. This realtime information allows agility and opportunities that helps your brand 

resonate with your audience. Consumer culture evolves and change. We help your 

brand respond

We leave nothing to chance.  
Are you ready?   

4.)

5.)

3.)

DESIGN IS THE CATALYST THAT  
DRIVES CONSUMER REACTION 
Design is what inspires and stimulates emotions. This is the stage where your brand  

begins to hit the emotional triggers that attract audiences. Flawless execution of the  

design elements creates further distinction from the noise and creates certainty. We take  

a great deal of pride in the craft of design utilizing storytelling, creativity and technology.  

Organization of details, aesthetics and the brand story align to influence consumer 

interaction and build relevance. 



AT COASTLINES, WE DEFINE AND BUILD 
SUCCESSFUL BRANDS FOR CLIENTS INCLUDING 
THE ENERGY AND INDUSTRIAL SECTORS.

BRAND STRATEGY 

Market research, brand audits, competitive  

audits, brand  strategy, architecture, naming, 

messaging, brand  standards guidelines, launch 

strategy, marketing, user  experience design and 

information architecture, copywriting.

INTERACTIVE

Responsive web design and build, motion   

graphics, presentations, social media integration, 

prototyping, testing, launch strategy

DESIGN

Brand identity and logos, naming, collateral,  

illustration, video, exhibit assets, wayfinding, 

infographics, ad  creative, packaging and 

instore POS.

PRODUCTION

Photography, digital editing, proofing, 

direct mail,  multi-language translation, 

production, project management.

Our approach fosters client engagement and involvement from 
the start.

SERVICES



 IA + UX

 Design + Production

 Technology + Media Platforms 

 Content

Launch

DISCOVERY

Research

Audit

STRATEGY

Critcal Path

Analysis

CREATIVE

Storytelling

Design

EXECUTION

Deploy

Media

 Discovery + Planning

WE BUILD AND PROMOTE BRANDS THROUGH A PHILOSOPHY OF 

ALIGNMENT, STORYTELLING, INTERACTION AND ENGAGEMENT.

PROCESS

Since 2001, we’ve applied our expertise and experience collaborating with demanding clients on high-level 

projects which has in-turn sharpened our focus and perfected our strategic and creative processes. Since 

no two challenges or solutions are identical, our versatility and nimbleness ensures client objectives are 

met with success.

What makes you unique? What makes you better? Why should they should care?



“GREAT DESIGN IS ABOUT ORDER; CLARITY OF CONTENT 

AND PURPOSE. OTHERWISE, IT’S DECORATION.”

EXPERIENCE

Founder and Principal of Coastlines, Byron has created and produced design and promotional 

campaigns for clients in Canada, USA, China, Australia, Kuwait, England and France. His work has 

been recognized in major design industry publications and been honored in national and international 

award competitions, including the ‘Applied Arts Awards, Summit, Redgees and Creativity Annuals’ . 

He has been honoured to judge various design competitions including the Salazar Awards and the 

RGD Student Awards. 

As Creative Director, Byron understands the challenges facing decision makers today and feels great 

projects are the result of collaboration, with clients and within the studio. Byron is the visionary and 

guiding force behind Coastlines and dedicates himself to creating breakthrough creative, outstanding 

user experiences and brand solutions that are ‘real’ , inspiring and take advantage of the latest 

media platforms.

Byron is a former Senior VP of Sponsorship with the Graphic Designers Association of Canada BC 

chapter. He is a current member of the AIGA.

Specialties: He specializes in ‘lifestyle and home improvement branding’ as well as working with clients 

in the energy and manufacturing sectors. I apply my expertise to; brand strategy, brand development, 

brand communications strategy, creative direction, user experience design, information architecture, 

mobile and online design, content marketing, social media integration.

When not running Coastlines, he is passionate about modernist interior design and architecture and 

his dedication to work in this area has been featured in Luxury Homes Magazine, The Contemporist 

and very recently profiled on Vancouver based reality TV show: ‘Real Houses of Vancouver’ .

byron@coastlinescreative.com

C 604 785 1017 

Byron Dowler CGD

Creative Director, Principal



BREAKTHROUGH CREATIVE 
HAPPENS — WHEN YOU WORK 
WITH GREAT CLIENTS.

TRAFALGAR LUXURY GOODS    

“As I am writing this I am also looking at the website. The photos are all abso-

lutely spectacular! It is really great! I especially like the Sparkle brand. Thanks 

again for all your efforts. Our company has definitely jumped a great big leap in 

terms of image because of all your efforts.” 

» Amer Al Ansari, President

TLC VENTURES CORP.   

“In my mad dash to London last week I failed to comment on the TLC investor 

packages — they are exceptional pieces and I love them. Thank you again for 

all your hard work during this busy time. Our exhibit display looks fabulous.”

» Dr. Sally L. Eyre, President and CEO

CANPAGES    

“Now a BIG BRAVO for the (Summit) award – This is fantastic!!! We would love 

to post this (brand id award release) on our website news section. Bravo again 

and thanks for this great work!” 

» Olivier Vincent, CEO

TRANE      

"Thanks so much for all your hard work you guys did over the last 2 weeks to 

get this interactive presentation and booklet done in time!  I know it was a lot of 

work over a short amount of time and I really appreciate the hours you put into 

it. The presentation went really well and looks like we are going to start moving 

forward with at least some of the plans in the near future."  

» Bill Davis, Sales Manager – Residential System

CLEAN SCENE     

“Your feedback on our current brand logo is very valuable. And, the other feed-

back is spot on. We respect your opinion and ability. I am really pleased  

with the direction we are going. The five brand icons are close  

to perfect. The overall effect is fantastic!!!”

»  Paul Andersen, President

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

 “I am extremely happy with the work that Coastlines has done for me; they did 

a superb  job creating artistic promotional assets while respecting the Schneider 

Electric design guidelines. The team at Coastlines Creative is highly skilled, friendly, 

responsive, and willing to take on any challenge. It is always a pleasure working 

with them.” 

» John Meakins, Business Communication    

- Product Information Manager (EM)      

 

"I’ve been consistently impressed with the creativity, professionalism and respon-

siveness the team at Coastlines. Their passion for media and communication has 

been evident throughout our collaboration and despite being confronted with 

multiple, sometimes daunting challenges; they’ve raised the bar for every project 

with fresh, dynamic ideas. Working with Coastlines is productive and rewarding, 

what more could a client want?" 

» Chris Shelton, Marketing Communications  Project Manager

"Coastlines are the provocateurs d'idées of Schneider Electric. They have that 

exceptional mix of creativity, curiosity, and genuine interest that gives great results: 

compelling stories, appealing ideas, and customer-motivating results. They’ve 

created some of Schneider’s strongest creative assets, most often during complex 

and challenging projects. I know I can always trust them to always bring their best, 

with tight project management, attention to detail, and commitment to deadlines. 

They are a real competitive advantage for us."" 

» Chuck Hoeppner, Content Development Strategy Manager

DIRTY LAUNDRY CLOTHING   

“That is it! Love it! (Freaking) awesome! You have created something that I can’t  

or wouldn’t think of doing.” 

“The brochure was a hit at the show....we landed two of the very best stores in 

NYC... f.a.o. Schwartz and Calypso.....the Calypso buyer was SO impressed with 

the brochure!!!” 

» Erika Pantages, Partner

SEASPAN    

"Thank you for all your hard work and putting up with our Seaspan antics. The new 

HR brochures look amazing! I love the Vancity shot you’ve got in the brochure 

currently with the golden hues in it – very nice! Thanks for providing an alternate 

and for all your hard work – thus far."

» Kelly Francis, Communications Coordinator

"Many thanks to you and your Coastlines team, your help with the NSPS packages 

was important to achieve the professional and polished look that we achieved."

» John Shaw, VP Program Management

"Congratulations on the GOLD award for our NSPS promotion Byron, that's great 

news! Well earned and well deserved."

» Jonathan Whitworth, President and CEO

ART IN MOTION    

“Coastlines Creative was an integral part of our marketing program, creating a 

strong advertising campaign that helped reinforce Art In Motion's position as a 

world leader in art publishing. They created a new corp. identity and an advertising 

campaign that generated much industry excitement and buzz. Coastlines is always 

attentive to our needs and budget requirements. They were able to produce and 

coordinate ad creative under deadline to USA, Canada, England and Italy. The 

team is always readily available and a great pleasure to work with.”

» Jessica Gibson, Marketing Specialist

SUPERFEET WORLDWIDE

“I love our working relationship! Billy ‘Big Bang’ from our last Agency only wishes 

he had what you and I have!” 

» Randy Curran, Managing Partner 

“Coastlines has provided our company with excellent creative and promotional 

support. As a result, we have experienced a significant increase in sales and brand 

awareness within our industry.” 

» Randy Curran, Managing Partner  

 



Coastlines has made Business In Vancouver's 

(BIV) list of Top 25 Graphic Design Firms in 

2007, 2008, 2010, 2011 and 2013.

OUR CLIENTS KEEP US  
MOTIVATED AND INSPIRED

2013

The Summit Awards - SILVER - "BLU Bathworks" Retail Rebrand

2012

The Summit Awards - SILVER - "Lynden Energy" Annual Report

The Summit Awards - GOLD - "Seaspan" Website and NSPS Promotional Campaign

Creativity Awards - HONORS - "Seaspan" Website and NSPS Promotinal Campaign

2011

The Summit Awards - silver - “Endeavour Mining” Brand Identity Refresh

The Summit Awards - Bronze - “Maxxam”  Brand Identity Refresh

Design Edge Regional Awards - "WINNER" Maxxam Brand Identity Refresh

2010

The Lotus Awards - Merit - "Audacious Interiors" Brand Identity / Website

The Summit Awards - Bronze - “Superfeet” Instore Product POS

Design Edge Regional Awards – Category Winner "JJP Photography" Brand Identity

Creativity Awards – Honors - "Audacious Interiors" Brand Identity / Website

Creativity Awards – Honors - "JJP Photography" Brand Identity / Website 

Creativity Awards – Honors - "Superfeet Worldwide" DMP Retail Packaging

2009 

LACP Vision Awards - Bronze - “Silver Wheaton” 2008 Annual Report

2008

Creativity Awards - Honors - “Trafalgar” Website 

LACP Vision Awards - Honors - “Boston Pizza” 2007 Annual Report

The Summit Awards - Silver - “Trafalgar” Interactive Development

The Summit Awards - GOLD - “Hollund Industrial Inc.” Brand Identity Redesign

2007

Creativity Awards - GOLD - “Dirty Laundry Tees” Brand Redesign

Creativity Awards - Silver - “UrAsia Energy” 2006 Annual Report

Creativity Awards - Silver - “Superfeet Worldwide” Retailer Workbook

Coastlines work has been featured in 

several industry books, magazines, 

websites and blog forums including: 

GDC, Communication Arts, Applied 

Arts, Design Edge and IDN Magazine. 

International Gallery of Superb Printing - GOLD - “Forbes Medi-tech” 2005 AR

International Gallery of Superb Printing - GOLD - "Dirty Laundry" Brochure 

LACP Spotlight Awards - Bronze - “Petro Rubiales Energy” Brand Campaign

The Summit Awards - Silver - “Canpages” Brand Redesign

The Summit Awards - Silver - “UrAsia Energy” 2006 Annual Report

2006

IAPHC Competition - Silver - “Norsat” Tradeshow Brochure 

The Summit Awards - Bronze - “Norsat” GLOBETrekker™ Brochure

LACP Vision Awards - Silver - “Forbes Medi-Tech” 2005 Annual Report

Creativity 36 Awards - Honors - “Forbes Medi-Tech” 2005 Annual Report

Creativity 36 Awards - Honors - “Edge International” Beyond Knowing Book

LACP Vision Awards - Honors - “Chromos Molecular” 2005 Annual Report

2005

The Summit Awards - Gold - “Vancouver ComedyFest” Branding

The Summit Awards - Bronze - “Forbes Medi-Tech” 2003 Annual Report

LACP Vision Awards - Silver - “Forbes Medi-Tech” 2004 Annual Report

LACP Spotlight Awards - Gold/Top 50 - “Norsat” GLOBETrekker™ Brochure

2004

The Summit Awards - Gold - “Forbes Medi-Tech” 2002 Annual Report

Creativity 34 Awards - Honors - “Forbes Medi-Tech” 2003 Annual Report

2002

Supreme Paper Promotion - Honors - “Insulmastic” Petrowrap Brochure

Mohawk Papers Award - Honors - “Coastlines Creative Group” Stationery

2001

Mohawk Papers Award - Honors - “The Loyalty Club (Irving + Co.)”  

Identity Package

The Benjamin Franklin Awards - Merit - “TravelByUs” Annual Report

2000

Domtar/Eddy Papers - Bronze - “Edge International” Beyond Knowing Book

(Top 5 Management Book Bestseller - Financial Post)

1999

Neenah Papers - Gold - “TravelByUs” - Corporate Id + Stationery”

Neenah Papers - Bronze - “Desticon Transportation Services” - 

Corporate Id + Stationery

Neenah Papers - Silver - “Coastlines Creative Group” - 

Corporate Id + Stationery

American Bar Association - Gold - “Edge International” - Herding Cats Book

 (Top 5 Management Book Bestseller - Financial Post)

1996

The Benjamin Franklin Awards - Merit - “Canuck Place” - Courtnall’s 

Coca-Cola Classic Invitation

The Hemlock Award - Job of the Month - “Canuck Place” - Courtnall’s 

Coca-Cola Classic Invitation

Studio Magazine Awards - Gold - “Canuck Place” - Courtnall’s Coca-Cola 

Classic Invitation

Basis Awards - Award of Excellence - “Canuck Place” - Courtnall’s 

Coca-Cola Classic Invitation



C O A S T L I N E S  C R E AT I V E  G R O U P  //  A  S T R AT E G I C  D E S I G N  A G E N C Y

WE INFLUENCE

THE PROJECT IN FRONT OF US... IS THE 
MOST IMPORTANT THING WE’VE EVER DONE.



FORTIS BC // STORYTELLING, JOURNEYMAPS

Building energy solutions for BC

Fortis BC delivers about 20 percent of the total energy consumed in British 

Columbia.Whether delivering electricity, natural gas or propane, their 2,200 

employees serve approximately 1.1 million customers in 135 communities. 

Fortis recently revisited their corporate values to reflect a more progressive and 

outward facing corporate culture within natural gas, electricity and alternative 

energy. Each corporate value reflects who Fortis is as a company moving forward 

– and builds a company culture of engagement and support. The 5 values are; 

Safe, Customer Centric, Collaborative, Respectful and Progressive.  

Strategic Storytelling

We worked with 150 executive leaders across the provice to construct a visual 

representation of the values through our strategic storytelling process. Working 

with a visual journeymap, the leaders were reminded of the unique attitudes, 

emotions, components and process used in creating them. The journeymaps 

reinforced engagement amongst the leaders and ultimately every Fortis employee 

with engaging illustrations depicting the values in meaningful scenarios. 

We arrived at an metaphorical illustration of a home after presenting several 

concepts to the client. During the journeymap sessions, we would ask thought 

provoking questions to draw the leaders out. We illustrated the scenarios as the 

ideas came forth which in turn fostered lively debates and suggestions which we 

captured and integrated into the illustrations. Next, we refined our journeymaps to 

focus on key discussion points and set them up for a company-wide rollout. 

Services

»  Content strategy  

    + critical path

»  Interviews

»  Creative concept and  

 design direction

»  Copywriting

»  Artwork production

»  Digital rendering

Advantages

»  Builds engagement

»  Team building

»  Business clarity

»  Informs, guides, inspires

»  Memorable

Scope

» Discovery 

»  Journeymaps

»  Storytelling

» Concept and design

»  Illustrations

WE HELP FORTIS BC BUILD ENGAGEMENT 
WITH ITS NEW VALUES AMONGST IT’S 
LEADERSHIP GROUPS.



FORTIS BC // STORYTELLING, JOURNEYMAPS

CUSTOMER

C

USTOMER

COME PARTY!

NO - TURN IT DOWN!

YAY!!

FORTIS BC Journeymap: Using a common home as 

a visual metaphor to demonstrate the new corporate 

values at work.

Clearing leaves –

supports how we don’t 

become complacent 

and are aware of our 

hazards.

Person holding the 

ladder shows how we 

support each other and 

take responsibility for 

ourselves and others.

The deck party and 

the complaints from 

neighbours could also 

show how our goals     

are misaligned.

WE LIVE OUR FIVE 

VALUES EVERY DAY

13 06 04

We meet our customers’ energy demands, today 

and in the future: We are Safe; Customer Centric; 

Collaborative; Respectful and Progressive.



FORTIS BC // STORYTELLING, JOURNEYMAPS

STOP CUTTING

NO - TURN IT DOWN!

COME PARTY!

CUSTOMER

U

YAY!!

STOP!

SUPERVISOR

HOLD ONTO THE RAIL!

RESPECTFUL
We are respectful,  

honest and ethical

SAFE
We always put 

safety first

PROGRESSIVE
We continually seek 

better ways

CUSTOMER 
CENTRIC

We value the 

customers’ business

COLLABORATIVE
We work as one 

company, one team 

with shared success



SEASPAN // BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT, ADVERTISING

A Proud Canadian Shipbuilder  /  www.seaspan.com

With over a century of successful operations on the west coast, Seaspan is 

a major player in the economy of the Pacfic Northwest. In 2011, the Federal 

Government sent out an RFP for the National Shipyard Procurement Strategy 

(NSS). Coastlines was asked to review the documents, integrate and prepare the 

materials, create artwork and help construct a visual timeline. Then we helped 

produce the bid documents and manage the production process. 

We created an integrated promotional campaign to promote and differentiate 

the Seaspan brand and the West Coast with brand logo, brand icons, respon-

sive website with video, maps, gallery and testimonials. The campaign included 

location photoshoots, copy and messaging development, taglines and themes. 

Printmedia, billboards and online advertisements were created to promote 

Seaspan’s involvement both in Vancouver and Ottawa. With a more ‘humanized 

and authentic’ approach, the bid was ultimately successful.

HR strategy and promotional campaign 

To drive their important HR strategy, we created a brand theme, logo, including 

promotional brochure to attract engineers and executives to Seaspan, relocate 

and work on the West Coast. We created compelling and relevant information 

about Seaspan and its rich heritage as the foremost and shipbuilder on the coast, 

the career opportunites in shipbuildng and overall vision for NSS. The goal was 

to present Seaspan and Vancouver as a worthy career choice for industry 

professionals and to be handed out directly at careers fairs and trade shows.

Services

»  Brand strategy

» Corporate identity

»  Creative concept and  

 design direction

»  Collateral material design 

»  Website design

»  CMS development

» Location photoshoots

» Digital imaging

Advantages

»  Lends brand authenticity

»  New brand platform to be

 used by all of Seaspan

»  Demonstrates global level  

 of leadership and 

 professionalism

»  Site creates value for  

 stakeholders & employees

» Established a unique 

 defensible market position

 across Canada

Scope

» Discovery + analysis

»  Strategy + critical path

»  Logo and identity

» Information architecture

» Concept and design

»  Website design and 

 CMS development

» Testing, deployment

»  Photography

» Brochure creative

HOW DOES A CANADIAN SHIPBUILDER  
TAKE DOWN THE LARGEST SHIPBUILDING  
BID IN CANADIAN HISTORY?



SEASPAN // BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT, ADVERTISING

Website involved user-experience design, content architecture, 

front interface design, custom CMS and database integration. 

Coastlines is to create a new 

Seaspan website in 2017



SEASPAN // BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT, ADVERTISING

New Seaspan Shipyards brand refresh applied in context with national 

advertising and promotional campaign across Canada in digital and print.



SEASPAN // BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT, ADVERTISING

SEASPAN. WE ARE MORE THAN  

SHIPBUILDING AND REPAIR 

WE PASS IONATELY DE LIVER  

THE BEST MARINE SOLUTIONS 



NEW TO BC // BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE

NEWTOBC WAS CREATED TO SUPPORT LIBRARIES IN METRO VANCOUVER  

IN THEIR EFFORT TO HELP PEOPLE WHO ARE NEW TO BC. HOW COULD  

WE HELP NEWCOMERS CONNECT AND PROMOTE LITERACY AMONGST  

NEWCOMERS?

Find Your Way   |  newtobc.ca

Public Libraries play an increasingly important role in the settlement and  

integration of newcomers. Today's libraries are the perfect place to inform and 

refer immigrants to other services. Working with partner libraries and external 

organizations, NewToBC promotes the programs, services and resources that 

newcomers to BC need.

The new site had to support three objectives: increase brand awareness, attract 

newcomers and faciliate a place for newcomers to to get necessary information. 

We made each objective a touchstone for the each of the site components. 

Planning and organizing the back-end schema can be a complex task in itself. Let 

alone designing the front-end user experience. In the case of New To BC, their site 

is a Wordpress site and our backend database needed to work in concert with this 

technological platform. 

The New To BC website is attractive and functional in the eyes of newcomers to 

BC, but it is also as smooth seamless experience for this audience. The site was 

also designed to be fully responsive, so it adapts to offer equally graceful viewing 

on mobile, tablet and desktop browsers. 

Services

» Content architecture

» Concept development

» Creative Direction

» User Experience Design

» Visual Design

» User Experience Design

» Content Creation

» Information architecture

» User experience testing

Advantages

» Intuitive and easy to 

   navigate

» Works on tablets and 

   smart phones

» Expandable format

» Robust structure

» Forward looking

» Builds New To BC Brand

  awareness

» Fully responsive

Scope

» Discovery

» UI design

» Content strategy

» Front-end development

»  Custom development 

»  Database and API

 integration

» Responsive Mobile   

   Design

» Back-End Schema /   

   Database Development

BURNABY INTERCULTURAL PLANNING TABLE (BIPT)
NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DESIGN  
AND DEVELOPMENT



NEW TO BC // BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE

L I N K
F I N D  YO U R  WAY  >

ACCESS

Working with the existing logo, we created a new more 

approachable colour palette and design style that 

would appeal to an international audience.

Location photography in and around the libraries added 

context and realism to the campaign touchpoints.

We crafted icons that helped communicate services and 

resources for users.



NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT 

User experience has been carefully planned along with 

the architecture in this series of wireframes. These 

served as the guideline for content and navigation.

The site has been designed to foster brand awareness 

and position the brand, yet be a daily resource for 

newcomers and library stakeholders. 



NEW TO BC / BRAND REFRESH, WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT 

LEARN



LYNDEN ENERGY / REBRAND

Services

»  Assessment and   

 competitive analysis

» Brand strategy 

» Corporate identity and logo  

 system creation

»  Creative concept and  

 design direction

»  Annual report design and  

 production management

Advantages

»  Establishes a unique 

 position among 

 competitors

»  Demonstrates high   

 level of experience

 and professionalism

»  Brand promise is

 clear and defined

Scope

»  Custom Logomark

» Stationery

»  Brand standards

»  Website Design 

»  Annual Report

»  Interactive

»  Photography

»  Illustrations and 

 property maps

» Copy writing

LYNDEN ENERGY
CORPORATE REBRAND

LYNDEN ENERGY IS AN OIL AND NATURAL GAS COMPANY ENGAGED 

IN THE ACQUISITION, DEVELOPMENT, AND EXPLORATION OF OIL 

AND NATURAL GAS PROPERTIES IN WEST TEXAS.

Committed to the pursuit of high-potential targets

Lynden initially started off as a natural gas supplier with properties in Utah.  

To diversify their offering, the company purchased significant properties in  

West Texas. Utilizing new completion methods and innovations, the company  

is able to access deposits that were previously inaccessable and are now  

developing them. As a growing company, low visibility and awareness; potential 

negative perceptions from the public were some considerations that came into 

play. Lynden needed to bolster their credibility and brand presence in a 

competitive landscape. 

Given the fact that Lynden had moved from an exploration company to a 

developer and producer, our research pointed to Lynden's ability to access  

and develop oil assets in Texas. 

A Texas resurgence

During our planning, four key words came to mind: dependable, professional, 

innovative and driven. We believe the end result conveys this. The new identity 

and logo as well as the investor relations materials and other brand assets  

establish them as a proven player. Their value proposition is now clearly  

articulated to stakeholders and potential partners.

 



LYNDEN ENERGY / REBRAND

The new logomark represents the letter L and the letter E. Within the stylized letters we have a very 

simplified cutaway of the earth. The bars on the letter E represent the depth drilled from the surface. 

They also represent layers of deposits and rock formations. The angle of the L represents the unique 

way the company gets access to the oil deposits – by drilling down and then across.



LYNDEN ENERGY / REBRAND

The Lynden website gives 

stakeholders and investors 

a bird's eye view into their 

operations, projects, 

management team and 

investor relations. 

The Lynden 2012 Annual Report showcases the new corporate 

identity and logo along with colour palette and typefaces. The theme 

'Fueling Results' was immediately approved by the client as a fitting 

theme for the past year's endeavours in West Texas. Dramatic on-site 

photography showcasing the Texas sky juxtaposed behind their 

operations and equipment further built brand equity.



ENDEAVOUR // REBRAND

ENDEAVOUR IS A LARGE, INTERNATIONAL COMPANY WITH TWO DIVISIONS: 

MERCHANT BANKING SERVICES FOR THE RESOURCE SECTOR AND GOLD 

MINING OPERATIONS IN AFRICA.

Endeavour is a gold producer delivering growth

Endeavour owns three gold mines producing more than 300,000 ounces per year 

in Mali, Ghana and Burkina Faso in Africa. Endeavour has been an industry leader 

in creating and growing natural resource companies and has a proven track record 

of creating successful investment opportunities and long-term advisory clients all 

over the world.

Coastlines was commissioned to update their brand identity and create a suite of 

promotional materials with a consistent and bold message. On-site photography 

in Vancouver and London as well as graphical content was generated. 

Aligning the brands

Endeavour’s audiences often confuse their two brands, so they needed to create 

a distinct identity for each. We started with a brand audit and strategy, and used 

that information to create two distinct visual identities, taglines, logic lines and 

positioning statements. Finally, we created print and online campaigns, an  

interactive presentation and two new websites. We now stay involved, managing 

their brands on an ongoing basis. 

Services

» Extensive audit and

 discovery process

» Corporate identity and  

 logo system

»  Creative concept and  

 design direction

»  Collateral material design 

»  Brand standards design 

»  Information architecture and  

 interactive design 

»  Website development and

 CMS integration

Advantages

»  Provides a unique position  

 among competitors

»  Endeavour brands are 

 differentiated

»  Demonstrates global level  

 of experience and 

 professionalism

»  Site creates value for  

 stakeholders

Scope

»  Brand strategy

»  Logo refresh

»  Brand standards

» Trade show assets 

»  Website development 

» Online Banners

»  Brochures

»  Interactive

»  Photography

»  Illustrations and 

 property maps

» Advertising

» Signage

ENDEAVOUR MINING / ENDEAVOUR FINANCIAL
BRAND STRATEGY / REBRAND



ENDEAVOUR // REBRAND

We refined the existing logomark and formatted it properly for usage on all media applications. We 

created 3D gold spheres to that illustrate the two business divisions and their ability to move in concert.

Extensive brand standards guidelines for a global audience.

Print media advertising for industry publications.

Tradeshow exhibit assets.

"The concepts your team presented to us look absolutely  
fabulous! You completely understand the new strategic  
direction the CEO has envisioned for Endeavour. You've 
exceeded everyone's expectations. Bravo!"

Danielle Fiddick, Manager Corporate Communications  
& Investor Relations



ENDEAVOUR // REBRAND

Two websites were created to further separate the business units.  Both allowed 

stakeholders and investors access to key company information and investor relations 

with custom CMS allowing quick updates and press releases.

Promotional brochures to promote 

Endeavour's banking and financial services.

Financial banking for the energy and resources sector as shot in the financial district of London, UK.

Onsite photography of gold mining operations in Africa. 



ENDEAVOUR // REBRAND

WE'LL TAKE YOU THERE



SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC // BRANDING AND DESIGN

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC IS A GLOBAL, ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, SOFTWARE 

AND SOLUTIONS COMPANY. HOW DO YOU INCREASE BRAND AWARENESS  

IN TODAY’S COMPETITIVE GLOBAL MARKET?

Where energy and efficiency converge

As a global leader in energy and power solutions, Schneider needed visual 

communications that were consistent with their global brand standards, and 

conveyed the key information about their products to a number of different 

nationalities and language groups. 

We created promotional materials for the international product brand launch 

of the Acti 9 series of Circuit Breakers, and provided ongoing brand design and 

applied it to online banners, posters and exhibit assets. The communications 

materials portray people working in their own environments with authentic 

images of Schneider Electric’s products. 

Ongoing, we help customers find out how Schneider Electric’s products, software 

and unique solutions can benefit them. From exhibit assets, video production, 

motion graphics to microsites and detailed infographics, we create user based 

solutions to tell their story in the most compelling way possible.

Services

»  Content planning 

 and organization

»  Creative concept and  

 design, art production 

»  Content and copy 

 development 

»  Proofing, review, 

 deployment, and 

 handover

Advantages

»  Establishes a unique,  

 position from competitors 

» Showcases product 

 innovation over 5 

 generations 

» Demonstrates the 

 integration and scalability  

 of Acti 9 

» Offers clear value for  

 customers

Scope

»  Series of brochures

»  Instore posters 

»  Online banners 

»  Print advertisements

»  Product demobox

»  Tradeshow assets

»  Digital editing

» 3D rendering

»  Microsites

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
ACTI 9 GLOBAL BRAND LAUNCH

      Safe             Efficient               Smart 



SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC // BRANDING AND DESIGN

Acti 9 brochure. 16 page and 8 page fold-out 

brochures were produced in concert.

Acti 9 animated webbanners

> Acti 9

Acti 9 3D Digital Illustration of prototype

Video presentation



SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC // BRANDING AND DESIGN

Where energy and efficiency converge



SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC // BRANDING AND DESIGN

Micrologic E brochure and promotional materials

Brochure, interactive presentations 

and microsite



WESTPORT // BRAND REFRESH

WESTPORT IS THE THE GLOBAL LEADER IN NATURAL GAS ENGINES. HOW DO 

YOU POSITION THE BRAND AS THE STANDARD FOR ENGINEERING EXPERTISE, 

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP STRATEGIES, AND MARKET KNOWLEDGE?

Creating A Better World™ 

Armed with leading natural gas technology, Westport was well positioned to take 

advantage challenges in oil supply and energy security, and the peak in global 

oil production, rising air pollution levels in the world’s rapidly growing cities, and 

increasing greenhouse gas emissions linked to global climate change.

We were asked to refresh their brand identity and visually identify and help  

define their business units. Once our discovery and analysis pointed to a creative 

solution, we implemented the new brand look, then moved into visually refreshing 

their corporate website to complement the new colours and identity. From there, 

we worked to create templated collateral materials for their inhouse design team 

to work with. 

Aligning the brands

Now that Westport has a strong brand foundation, we recently created a new 

brand identity and logo for their global Carbon Project initiative. 

Services

»  Brand strategy

» Corporate identity and  

 logo system

»  Creative concept and  

 design direction

»  Collateral material design 

»  Brand standards design 

»  Interactive design 

»  Website front-end design

Advantages

»  Professional brand   

 platform

»  Templated design program

»  Demonstrates global level  

 of leadership and 

 professionalism

»  Site creates value for  

 stakeholders and investors

» Established a unique 

 defensible market position

Scope

»  Logo and identity   

 refresh

» Sub-brand logo design

»  Stationery

»  Brand standards

»  Website front-end   

 refresh 

»  Fact sheets

»  Interactive
WESTPORT
BRAND REFRESH



We refreshed the existing logomark and created a suite of brand colours. Then applied them 

to the mark and identity applications. The colours help to identity business units, but reinforce 

the environmentally responsible position of the company.

Information fact sheets for investors. Webste front end interface design.

OUR PRODUCTS WORK HERE

"The new Westport brand colours Coastlines created 
integrate very well with our current branding. The  
creative design and layout of our new Website is  
intuitive and smart. Great organization of information.  
It will serve our company very well."

Darren Seed, Vice President Investor Relations  
& Communications

WESTPORT // BRAND REFRESH



SPECTRA ENERGY // BRAND VISIONING

HOW DO YOU MANAGE CHANGE FROM THE CURRENT REALITY? HOW WILL 

IT LOOK FROM WHERE WE ARE TODAY TO WHERE WE WANT TO BE? WHAT 

WILL BE THE DESIRED END RESULT?

Spectra Energy serves key links in the natural gas value chain. As a company with 

a growing network, capacity issues – scalable processes, programs, systems and 

tools were need to facilitate company wide changes. 

Management Of Change - Moc

Research shows most people think in pictures, yet the majority of corporate  

communications are always focused on words. By creating a journey map, and 

using it in conjunction with words, we can engage our audiences much more 

effectively and help teams to focus and envision the MOC process.

Our agency goals; communicate the journey from the company’s Current 

Reality CR to the Desired End Result DR while explaining key messages such as 

Consequences Of Change into an illustrated format. Elements of the illustration 

were used in key interactive presentations to raise awareness of the review as a 

tool to engage others and create their own MOC journey. Through workshop style 

sessions, we worked together facilitating imaginative conversation and collective 

ideas in this storybook inspired project.

 

The Desired End Result

The client has a memorable, engaging and playful process to manage change in 

compliance with regulations and corporate standards. 

Services

»  Concept development

»  Client team workshops

»  Content development

» Digital illustrating

»  Copy editing, proofing

»  Vendor management

Advantages

»  Employees and 

 management   

 envision MOC process

»  Company-wide reference  

 to MOC visioning

»  Scalable vector Illustrations

»  Memorable, engaging and

 easy to facilitate

Scope

»  Visioning sessions

» Creative strategy

»  Experience design

»  Illustration 

»  Interactive 

»  Posters

»  Framed prints

SPECTRA ENERGY
BRAND VISIONING 



SPECTRA ENERGY // BRAND VISIONING

The colourful illustration depicts two kingdoms. The one on the right represents the current 

reality and the kingdom on the left depicts the desired end result. The bridge represents the 

MOC journey and the canyon represents the consequences of inaction. 

The illustration has been integrated into 

corporate communications as a visual tool.



BC SAFETY AUTHORITY // BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN

BCSA BUILDS CONFIDENCE IN SAFETY SYSTEMS ACROSS BRITISH COLUMBIA 

WITH A FOCUS ON RISK AND SUPPORT FOR INNOVATION. HOW CAN WE 

HELP PEOPLE BETTER UNDERSTAND BCSA’S ROLE? AND WHY IT MATTERS?

Safe Technical Systems. Everywhere.

BC Safety Authority oversees the installation and operation of technical  

systems and equipment. The organization works with industry to reduce safety 

risks through assessment, education and outreach, enforcement, and research. 

Coastlines worked with the communications team to build public and industry 

confidence through a focused approach to their marketing communications.

Whether we promote a culture of engagement with Safety Authority employees 

through posters or safety guides, or to convey the corporate vision of account-

ability through an annual report to stakeholders – we create communications that 

reduce the complexity of what the Safety Authority does on a daily basis both 

internally and externally. We work to create educational campaigns for schools 

to develop a culture of safety for students at home, at play and at school. We 

develop guides and resources for industrial contractors and DIY homeowners to 

know the risks and to perform regulated work.

Coastlines has helped build a humanized approach to the Safety Authority brand. 

And, importantly build confidence in safety systems for life for industry and public 

alike across the province.

Services

»  Icon design

»  Project management

»  Orientation guides

»  Brochures

»  Ad development

» Annual reports

»  Posters

» Student awareness 

 campaigns

»  Copy editing, proofing

»  Photography

» PrePress and printing

»  Interactive

Advantages

»  Increased brand 

 awareness

»  Increased employee 

 engagement

»  Increased customer 

 engagement

»  Brand promise clear

 to audiences

» Organized communications

 materials and usage  

 standards

Scope

»  Brand strategy

» Design application

»  Customer engagement

»  Employee engagement 

»  Safety awareness 

 campaigns

»  Advertising
BRITISH COLUMBIA SAFETY AUTHORITY
BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN 



BC SAFETY AUTHORITY // BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN

Safe Technical Systems. Everywhere.



BC SAFETY AUTHORITY // BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN

It’s closer and faster 

than you think.

Keep off the tracks.

British Columbia Safety Authority

We created the BCSA annual reports as well as the Report On Safety reports and company 

strategic vision and business plans. Location photography added depth and authenticity to 

the BCSA communications materials.

Safety awareness posters drawing attention to 

workplace safety for refrigerations systems, boilers 

and pressure vessels.

Outdoor advertising to increase public awareness 

and safety around trains.



BC SAFETY AUTHORITY // BRAND STRATEGY AND DESIGN

A unique approach to chairlift safety directed at teens. We created a Powder 

Patrol video game and contest in concert with posters, advertisements and 

apparel to foster engagement and awareness amongst active youths.



COASTLINES CREATIVE GROUP INC.
A STRATEGIC DESIGN AGENCY

t 604 974 9939      tf 1 844 598 9975     w coastlinescreative.com

THANK YOU.


